Assignment 2

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1) Who is referred to as the inventor of the Shakespeare sonnet?
   - Thomas Wyatt
   - John Skelton
   - Philip Sidney
   - The Earl of Surrey
   No, the answer is incorrect
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: The Earl of Surrey

2) The rhyme in the words of Surrey’s concluding couplet ‘remove and love’ are referred to as:
   - full rhyme
   - near rhyme
   - eye rhyme
   - perfect rhyme
   No, the answer is incorrect
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: eye rhyme

3) In Surrey’s poem ‘Love that doth still reign…’ name the rhetorical device he employs in the last line — ‘Sweet is the death that takes end by love’
   - personification
   - simile
   - antithesis
   - paradox
   No, the answer is incorrect
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: paradox

4) The metrical pattern of the Alexanderine in Sidney’s Sonnet 1, ‘Lovely in Veron...’ refers to:
   - lonic pentameter
   - isonic hexameter
   - pararhyma
   - dactylic hexameter
   No, the answer is incorrect
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: isonic hexameter

5) Sir Philip Sidney was hailed as _________ due to his versatility and intellectual vigor.
   - The Renaissance Man
   - The Poet Laureate of England
   - The Earl of the Tides
   - The Spirit of the Age
   No, the answer is incorrect
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: The Renaissance Man

6) He was popularly called ‘the Poet’s poet’ by Charles Lamb.
   - Philip Sidney
   - Edmund Spenser
   - Geoffrey Chaucer
   - Sir Walter Raleigh
   No, the answer is incorrect
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Edmund Spenser

7) A Spenserian Stanza consists of
   - seven lines
   - eight lines
   - nine lines
   - ten lines
   No, the answer is incorrect
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: nine lines

8) Who is not one of the four pillars of the English poetic tradition?
   - Petrarch
   - Chaucer
   - Spenser
   - Shakespeare
   No, the answer is incorrect
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Petrarch

9) Which poem reveals a thematic contrast between altruism and asceticism?
   - Dryden’s ‘The Idea of Song’
   - Sidney’s ‘The Idea of Song’
   - Spenser’s ‘The Idea of Song’
   - Spenser’s ‘The Idea of Song’
   No, the answer is incorrect
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Dryden’s ‘The Idea of Song’

10) Which sonnet has an alternating rhyme scheme to highlight the change of season through natural visual and auditory imagery?
    - Spenser’s Sonnet 75
    - Spenser’s Sonnet 61
    - Shakespeare’s Sonnet 73
    - Daniel’s Deba Sonnet 58
    No, the answer is incorrect
    Score: 0
    Accepted Answers: Shakespeare’s Sonnet 73